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I. Google Chrome – 100 does it better. Zero-day
attacks on the popular browser are multiplying
With a market share of more than 42%, Google Chrome tops the list of most-used browsers,
ahead of Apple’s Safari (39.99%), as German website analysis tool provider stetic.de has
discovered. And that’s not all: it may also have the highest number of versions, now officially
in the three-digit range following the latest update. Google Chrome is 100! And that seems to
be a good thing too. Posting on its Chrome release blog on 25 March, the Mountain View tech
giant rated the security risk of uncovered vulnerability CVE-2022-1096 as ‘high’ and warned
that harmful software exploiting this vulnerability was already in circulation. Google did not
issue any further details, referencing the security needs of its users.
Back in early March, Google used the same channel to issue a warning about ten security gaps
in the browser; one of them was judged not just as high risk, but critical. The respective
browser updates closed all the gaps. However, by that time North Korean hackers had attacked
media organisations as well as IT, fintech and cryptocurrency companies using a zero-day
exploit to install malicious code (which they probably also ran). Security experts suspect the
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attacks to be the work of government-backed cyber gangs, which are highly coordinated and
extremely careful in their work, meaning that any attempt to analyse the attacks precisely has
thus far fallen flat.
In contrast, Google was able to verify with certainty that the attacks had started up again days
after the gap was closed. Fast, prompt updates continue to provide effective protection against
malicious attacks.
Read more:
https://www.stetic.com/de/market-share/browser
https://chromereleases.googleblog.com/2022/03/stable-channel-update-for-desktop_25.html
https://chromereleases.googleblog.com/2022/03/stable-channel-update-for-desktop_15.html
https://www.heise.de/news/Sicherheitsupdate-Kritische-Schwachstelle-bedroht-Google-Chrome-6585231.html
https://www.heise.de/news/Webbrowser-Notfallupdate-fuer-Google-Chrome-6638415.html
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/news/252515092/North-Korean-hackers-exploited-Chrome-zero-day-bug-for-six-weeks
https://www.heise.de/news/Nordkoreanische-Cyberkriminelle-greifen-Sicherheitsluecke-in-Chrome-an-6632824.html

II. Huge hole on the Ronin Bridge: hacker steals more
than USD 600 million from the Ronin blockchain
In March, the Ronin network faced the disastrous consequences of leaving security gaps
unpatched. An as-yet-unidentified hacker was able to exploit a vulnerability in the ‘Ronin
Bridge’ to steal 173,600 units of the cryptocurrency Ethereum (ETH) and stablecoin worth USD
25.5 million, bringing the total value of the digital loot to more than 600 million real US dollars.
The enormous sum has made the raid, dubbed the ‘Axie Infinity Hack’, one of the biggest digital
coups of all time. The hack shares the undesirable top spot with a cryptocurrency theft to the
same value reported by US company Poly Network in August 2021. They represent the highest
damages since the Carbanak hack discovered in 2014, in which a Ukrainian man apprehended
in 2018 – evidently working with a network of accomplices spanning continents – managed to
make off with almost USD 1 billion from 100 banks in 30 countries.
But what happened with the current Axie Infinity Hack? You can find details in a post (linked
below) on cryptoticker.io, but here is a general overview:
With 2.5 million players – 3 million at peak times – Axie Infinity is currently one of the widestreaching online games in the world. The game, developed and operated by Sky Mavis, is based
on the Ethereum blockchain and not only rewards players with points and high scores, but also
non-fungible tokens (NFTs) that earn players real money. Anyone active on Ethereum knows
that the transaction fees the currency attracts can have a massive impact. And this led the
game-makers to develop a sidechain with Ronin, along with an associated wallet with far lower
transaction fees which was intended to help as many players as possible continue enjoying the
game (in the Philippines in particular, thousands of gamers are online on a full-time basis). The
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transfer of tokens between the Ronin wallet and other exchanges requires a gateway between
the game and the Ronin sidechain – the Ronin Bridge. Developed and managed by Sky Mavis,
it enabled players to use their ETHs to play. All assets on the Ronin Bridge were (and are)
secured using nine keys. To speed up the validation process, only five of them have to be
activated to access the assets (once again showing that impatience is clearly a very poor
advisor). The hacker managed to integrate a back door into the network nodes of the Ronin
Bridge to get their hands on four of these keys, obtaining a fifth validator from Axie externally.
Using all five keys, they unlocked the virtual Ronin Treasury and made off with the vast sum.
The operators of the Ronin network were already informed of the hack on the following day,
but they kept it hidden from users and the rest of the world for another five days. This not only
drew the ire of the entire Axie gaming community and the users who had deposited their
cryptocurrency on the Ronin Bridge, but also damaged their trusted ecosystem of blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies.
According to the makers of Sky Mavis, however, this damage was limited; one week after
disclosing the attack, they reported that they had already collected USD 150 million to
compensate the victims. They have also introduced a new version to attract players back to
the game after user numbers fell well below 2.5 million. The game must go on!
Read more:
https://www.zeit.de/digital/2022-03/hacker-angriff-krypto-waehrung-diebstahl?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F
https://www.handelszeitung.ch/tech/ethereum-gestohlen-hacker-erbeuten-600-millionen-dollar-in-kryptowahrungen
https://www.der-bank-blog.de/top-ten-bankueberfaelle/fotostrecke/37685133/11
https://cryptoticker.io/de/axie-infinity-hack
https://t3n.de/news/axie-infinity-nft-game-1464645

III. POP is king – patches on printers yet again
To sum up this security report:
1.)

Hackers mercilessly exploit every security gap to attack and spy on devices and associated
networks, sometimes causing vast damage to those affected.

2.)

One of the most important preventive measures is to close security gaps as quickly as
possible using available software or even firmware updates.

In view of the figures published in the 2022 edition of the annual ‘Security Situation Report’,
showing that an ever-decreasing number of security experts is faced with an increasing number
of cyber attacks, the onus lies on each individual to step up and take responsibility. And that
has to include thinking about peripheral devices in the network, such as printers, which can
admit cyber criminals. Think of a physical break-in; the perpetrators rarely enter through the
main entrance – they use a small, overlooked side window instead.
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Back in December 2021, two experts at Finnish cybersecurity provider F-Secure discovered
gaps in the physical access port (CVE-2021-39237) and the font parsing (CVE-2021-39238) of a
Hewlett Packard multi-functional printer (MFP) and informed the manufacturer. Soon after,
HP released a list of more than 150 different products affected by the same security gaps,
which grant attackers access to the MFP and from there, their target’s network. Employees
may be prompted to visit a fake website, which causes the printer to print out a page with a
font containing the harmful software without prompting. This is then implanted in the MFP
and, from there, propagates to the entire network. According to F-Secure experts, this is
possible because modern MFPs (and not just models from market leader HP) are ultimately
fully-fledged computers requiring the same attention and due care as any other terminal when
it comes to security.
Following the discovery of three new vulnerabilities in early 2022 (two of which were rated as
‘critical’), HP expanded the list to include 100 additional devices, and provided firmware
updates and security information for mandatory installation or observation. The attack
methods we’ve looked at here require a certain level of expertise from hackers, but it is worth
taking additional security measures to offset the imbalance we looked at before: increasing
attackers vs. decreasing defenders. As well as the published patches, the F-Secure specialists
recommend the following:
•

Restricting physical access to MFPs

•

Setting up a separate VLAN with firewall for MFPs

•

Using security labels to detect physical device manipulation

•

Using locks (e.g. Kensington locks) to control access to hardware

•

Complying with manufacturers’ recommendations for preventing unauthorised changes to
the security settings

•

Setting up the MFP in a room under video surveillance to record any physical use of the
hacked device at the time of compromise

Read more:
https://netzpalaver.de/2022/04/12/immer-mehr-cyberangriffe-immer-weniger-security-fachleute
https://netzpalaver.de/2021/12/01/sicherheitsluecken-in-hp-multifunktionsdruckern-moeglichst-zuegig-patchen
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3654279/vulnerabilities-found-in-250-hp-printer-models.html
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/exploits-and-vulnerabilities/2022/03/update-now-many-hp-printers-affected-by-three-critical-securityvulnerabilities

IV. Mission Impossible, but in real life
It is every intelligence service’s nightmare and the underlying scenario for the first instalment
of spy thriller Mission Impossible, released back in 1996: somewhere in the world, there is a
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list that evil adversaries can use to unmask, identify and, in extreme cases, neutralise secret
agents and spies working for the service. What was once a thrilling story with Tom Cruise as
Ethan Hunt has now become a brutal reality for the Russian intelligence service FSB on the
hybrid battleground of the Ukraine war. According to a report by the UK’s Times newspaper
on 29 March, a list containing the cover names, real names, birth dates, postal addresses,
digital addresses, telephone numbers and car licence plates and models of 620 alleged FSB
officers was published after a cyber break-in. While the FSB is officially designated as a
domestic intelligence service, it constantly carries out international operations – mainly
against Russian nationals living abroad.
When a leaked database from Russian food delivery service yandex.eat was published on 22
March, investigative portal Bellingcat discovered more than just the data of approximately
60,000 customers. It also managed to extract the locations of known as well as unknown
premises of the Russian intelligence service, along with the name and email address of a person
affiliated with known Russian FSB officers, before and during the poisoning attack they
perpetrated on opposition leader Alexei Navalny. The team also found a residential address
belonging to an individual thought to be Vladimir Putin’s illegitimate daughter. Russia may be
known for its elite hackers, but evidently it is not immune to having hacked monitoring data
used against it.
Read more:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/names-and-addresses-of-625-fsb-officers-published-after-data-breach-q68sqdh2t
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3421382-anonymous-hacker-group-takes-down-russias-fsb-website.html
https://www.heise.de/news/Russland-Essenslieferdienst-Leak-verraet-Geheimdienste-und-Militaers-6661946.html

V. Road hack: ransomware attack spares 3,000 road
racers fines and other penalties
From action thriller to road movie: it’s a happy ending for more than 3,000 speeding motorists
who were caught in the net, or the police radar, in the German state of MecklenburgVorpommern. The reason? A severe ransomware attack on IT service provider Schweriner ITand Servicegesellschaft (SIS) and Kommunalservice Mecklenburg (KSM) in October 2021 which
encrypted all local administrative data for regional capital Schwerin and the district of
Ludwigslust-Parchim. While the authorities insist that no data was stolen, the IT failure meant
that the city and regional administrations were unable to connect with the Federal Motor
Transport Authority and other offices to match up offending licence plates with their owners.
By the time all systems were up and running again, numerous procedural deadlines had already
passed and proceedings were discontinued, with 3,000 speeders getting off without a fine or
other penalty. To date, it remains unclear who was responsible for the 2021 hack.
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Read more:
https://t3n.de/news/hacker-angriff-raser-keine-strafe-1464744
https://www.it-daily.net/shortnews/30917-cyberattacke-auf-it-dienstleister-der-landeshauptstadt-schwerin
https://www.zeit.de/news/2022-04/07/3000-temposuender-kommen-nach-hackerangriff-ohne-strafe-davon

This SWITCH security report was written by Dieter Brecheis and Michael Fuchs.
The SWITCH security report does not represent the views of SWITCH; it is a summary of various reports
published in the media. SWITCH assumes no liability for the content or opinions presented in the Security
Report nor for the correctness thereof.
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